Tartarus is a benchmark problem used to evaluate artificial intelligence techniques for solving problems in the field of non-Markovian agent motion planning. In this paper a fractal gene regulatory network with inputs is evolved to act as a virtual robot controller in the Tartarus environment. The proposed technique is compared and contrasted with other previously reported techniques and it is shown that the gene regulatory network that includes input information provides an excellent performance without using any explicit memory or environmental modeling. Detailed experimental studies are presented to illustrate the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed approach.
Introduction
Evolutionary Computation (EC) has been extensively used in several engineering fields. There are different forms of evolutionary computation. Some methods use a direct encoding of phenotype into genotype (standard EC). For example one may use a set of genes for one parameter value of each phenotype. Some other methods use an indirect encoding of the evolved phenotype wherein genotype contains instructions for the development process of phenotype. Development of the phenotype might lead to an independent final phenotype or might be a lifelong progressive process. Looking at the biological organisms it is seen that the mapping from genotype to phenotype which leads to complex and successful designs is not trivial [1, 16] . For example, development of the human brain decompresses the estimated 10 4 human genes to 10 14 synaptic connections [21, 48] . This decompression is controlled by an internal network called Gene Regulatory Network (GRN).
A GRN consists of a group of genes that interact in order to control the synthesis of certain products; i.e., proteins. The types and amount of proteins produced by a gene network have a fundamental effect on future expression of genes in the network and consequently the development of the gene network itself. The produced proteins also form the behaviors of the system containing the network. Ability to control the behavior of gene networks is an important aspect of GRN [17] . Evidence suggests that such a control is possible in natural GRNs. An example is the behavior of the λ phage [42] , a simple virus that chooses one or another mode of growth depending on external signals. These signals caused by different environmental conditions can make completely different phenotypes from a population of genotypically identical developing individuals [51] . Beside differences in environmental signals, other stochastic factors act as sources of versatility in phenotypes arisen from identical genotypes. One interesting biological phenomenon is that a genetically identical population of cells exposed to the same environmental conditions can have phenotypically distinct individuals [44] . This is due to the fact that the biochemical processes which are involved in gene expression and regulation are intrinsically stochastic. Studies on simple genetic network synthesis [25, 41, 47] have provided experimental information about phenotypic variability and stochasticity of gene expression.
In the field of computation systems different approaches are employed to create evolutionary systems for which phenotypes undergo a developmental phase [48] . In some approaches a grammar which is repeatedly applied to the phenotype is evolved [24, 27, 33, 39] . Some other approaches inspired by natural cells and DNA system, evolve to a regulatory system of cell with its own metabolism and chemistry. It has been suggested that this gene regulatory system could be modeled by Boolean Networks [30] . Jakobi [29] was one of the first to explicitly design a system which enabled GRNs, to be used for developing neural networks for controlling robots. In Ref. 19 , 21 the authors have developed a GRN capable of evolving a neurocontroller. In Ref. 22 multicellular developmental systems are employed as an indirect encoding strategy and embryonic stages are introduced which can be applied to any developmental model to increase the evolvability. In Ref. 9 necessity and benefits of Artificial Regulatory Networks (ARNs) are mentioned. In Ref. 6 a model of ARN is formulated which exhibits some features of natural regulatory networks and a developmental process based on Genetic Programming (GP) is proposed in Ref 7, 8 . In Ref. [36] [37] ARNs are evolved for mapping the protein concentration created by a gene activation and inhibition to an output function such as sinusoid, exponential and sigmoid. Other models of ARNs have been proposed in Ref. 11, 20, 23, [31] [32] 46 .
In some models of GRN an intermediate substrate is employed to model the role of proteins in the cell. Proteins emerge from expression of genes and also they influence expression of target genes in the next steps. Any expression of a gene increases the level of corresponding protein in the cell or GRN. The Fractal Gene Regulatory Network (FGRN) introduced by Bentley [11] utilizes fractals as an intermediate substrate or proteins. The recursive and self-similar nature of fractal proteins makes the fractal genetic space, evolvable, complex, and redundant [11] [12] . It is shown in Ref. 11, 14 that Bentley's FGRN is evolved to produce desired patterns. Also FGRN is applied [10] successfully for regression. In other work [14] FGRN without input genes is implemented to control a robot to travel in environment with obstacles. In another work [13] , limited sensory information is included to control the robot. However, it does not sufficiently benefit from the power of input, due to the physical limitations of the robot since the particular robot had not enough memory available to execute the developmental program. Therefore, a few extra stages are defined. Each stage uses appropriate input genes to model proteins in each cell. Sensory information act as a switch to execute each stage.
Once a stage is selected, FGRN cell starts to develop from initial empty cytoplasm while input genes appropriate to that stage express their proteins. Changes in sensory information may lead to a stage change. Separation of stages leads to re-initialization of development at any stage change which means reset in internal memory of cell. In each stage, appropriate input genes permanently express their proteins in all developmental cycles. The input genes can be considered as additional maternal genes which is included in the genome depending on the stage of execution.
The method proposed in this paper may be considered as an extension of Bentley's FGRN [14] in that it employs input genes in a more appropriate way. Changes in sensory information cause the related input genes to be activated and express proteins while development continues normally. This continuity allows sensory signals generated by environment to influence development of the cell and contributes to the normal internal interactions. This happens without any interrupt or loss of information of life history which implicitly is stored and is represented by cytoplasm protein content. Experiments are performed to assess the evolved FGRNs for solving the Tartarus problem [49] as a non-Markovian agent motion planning test-bed. In one experiment, FGRN without input genes is implemented [14] . The other experiment is based on the proposed technique and the input genes are employed and results show a considerably enhanced performance compared with other techniques. 
The Tartarus Problem
Tartarus is an extension, with a more difficult task and more challenging spatial modeling, of artificial ant problem [28] . Tartarus environment is a 6 6 grid board surrounded by walls. There are six square blocks, each occupy one grid square and are placed randomly in the environment away from the walls. The board is never initialized such that four blocks form another square (as shown in Figure (1a) which is an invalid board configuration whereas Figure (1b) is a valid board configuration). A virtual agent is also placed away from the walls in the environment with position and facing direction initialized randomly.
The agent senses only 8 adjacent grid cells. Agent's sensors detect whether a cell is empty; occupied by a block; or by a part of a wall as shown in Figure (1c) . In each step it may turn left, right, or move ahead. The agent may push only one block ahead in each move. There is no limit on time, it has only 80 units of energy and is allowed a total of 80 moves and/or rotations. It means that the agent may stay motionless and think without losing energy level.
The agent's goal is to place as many blocks as possible to the sides against the walls. A block in a corner scores two while a block against a wall away from the corner scores one. Thus the maximum possible score is ten for four blocks in the corners plus two blocks against the walls. An example is shown in Figure ( 
Previous Works
Different methods have been applied to the Tartarus problem by several authors. In Ref. 49 , indexed memory is added to GP technique to incorporate the evolution of gathering, storage, and retrieval of arbitrarily complicated state information and creating a mental model. In the general case, each individual in the population has a functional tree, an integer array of elements (memory) indexed from zero to (M-1). In Ref. 26 , neural networks are applied to the Tartarus problem. The authors argue that designing the sensory system for a robot combined with appropriate controllers can lead to improvements in performance. Ref. 5 employs co-evolution for an implementation of Genetic Programming automation (GP-automaton). The GP-automaton is essentially a finite state machine augmented by a parse tree representing an expression for each state. The formula is used to interpret inputs for the automaton. Each GP-automaton consists of a collection of states and their associated expressions, including a distinguished initial state, a transition and a response function. The transition function is used to determine the next state of the GP-automaton and the response function computes the output of the GPautomaton. Ref. 18 reports the same representation and modified operators using four different co-evolutionary algorithms. In [2] , a GP-based method uses GP-automata to design controllers operating on three front sensors for an agent. Another GP-based algorithm in Ref. 3 implements If-Statement-Action (ISAc) list. ISAc table is a list of very simple instructions, called nodes, executed orderly except when a jump modifies the order of execution. In Ref. 4 , authors developed a finite state machine, serving as a controller that translates sensors information into actions, using Genetic Algorithm (GA). They managed to use a pure Finite State Automata (FSA) gene for the Tartarus problem by augmenting the action set of the FSA controller. These actions specify which move the controller should make, and specify which of the eight available inputs will drive the next finite state transition. This permits the FSA to evolve a strategy for using the available information. In Ref. 34 a tree state machine is implemented, which has an evolving tree structure for sensor-motor mapping and encodes internal states. The work demonstrates that both state sensors and memory states are important and influential factors in performance of the agent. In Ref. 50 a long-term memory is utilized. The longterm memory is an 11x11 grid which is large enough to allow data sensed from the agent's initial position to be placed in the centre and then a map will be produced from this point. Also GA is used within the agent to evolve command sequences that may be carried out. A fitness function evaluates a chromosome by simulating the execution of the command sequence using a copy of the map contained in the memory. After completing the route, the final score (based on Tartarus scoring policy) is added to the fitness and weighted by a factor of 100 to create a final fitness for the command sequence. The method is applied to a simple case as well as applying exhaustive search and advanced heuristics. Applied heuristics are problem-dependent with little generalization capability. A comparison of the above mentioned methods with the proposed techniques (in terms of scores achieved) is shown in Table II in the experimental section.
Gene Regulatory Networks
In the field of evolution, researches [45] have demonstrated that the information content of a complex organism is very much higher than the genome. The same principle holds for the complex processes that take place during ontogeny [43] . Some [19] argued that an indirect developmental genotype to phenotype mapping allows for artificial evolution to discover more complex phenotypes than is possible with the direct mapping.
Nature employs this indirect mapping in DNA [35] . Recent evidences from the whole-genome sequence in DNAs suggest that organismal complexity arises much more from the elaborate regulation of gene expression than by the genome size itself [35, 38] . DNA contains genes which encodes proteins and proteins play different roles in a cell. Some proteins are necessary for the cell to continue life. Some other proteins implement cell-specific functionalities. Also some proteins control and regulate the protein expression or repression of some DNA genes. Such proteins known as transcription factors can be considered as regulatory proteins which control the cell development and proteins which are issued by the environment of the cell.
Each gene in a DNA contains two parts. One part is a promoter region and the other encodes corresponding protein and is called coding region. Specific transcription factors can be bound to the promoter region and activates or deactivates the gene and regulate the degree of expression. If concentration of necessary transcription factors in a cell is sufficient for activation (or repression); the gene will express (or repress) the protein which is encoded by the coding region. The produced protein may in turn affect the expression (repression) of some other genes or it may play other roles in the cell. These interactions are demonstrated in Figure ( 
Fractal Gene Regulatory Networks
In a series of works reported by Bentley [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , an evolutionary system containing GRN individuals inspired by DNA is implemented. These works have developed a protein model called fractal proteins. Each individual consists of a genome which is a collection of genes and a cytoplasm which maintains fractal proteins. Each gene belongs to one of the following types:
 Behavioral gene: produces protein which is utilized to perform cell functionalities.  Regulatory genes: produces protein which control and regulate expression or repression of genes in the genome.  Receptor genes: produce proteins which act like a mask, permitting variable environmental proteins to enter the cytoplasm. A concentration level is assigned to each protein in cytoplasm to determine the amount of expressed protein contained in cytoplasm. The concentration level of zero means the protein doesn't exist. A concentration level of a specified value means saturation. Content of cytoplasm is updated at the end of each cycle with regard to proteins expressed in that cycle and degradation of regulatory proteins in the cell. Degradation is diffusion of proteins in cytoplasm that happens as time passes.
Gene Representation
Each gene in the genome consists of one promoter region, one protein region, an affinity threshold, a concentration threshold, and a type. Both promoter and coding regions of a gene are assigned 3 real values. Threshold and type are single real values. Type, determines the type of gene: behavioral, regulatory, receptor, input, or maternal. Concentration threshold is used to determine the degree of expression of a gene when it is activated. Affinity threshold is utilized to determine the probability of gene activation according to protein content of the cytoplasm. It represents the allowable difference between protein shapes currently existing in the cytoplasm and the promoter shape determined by the promoter region of the gene. Affinity threshold may be positive meaning that the gene must be activated if the difference is less than the threshold and inactivated otherwise. For a negative affinity threshold, a difference of less than |Affinity threshold|, the gene must be repressed and it is activated otherwise. Expression of receptor and environmental genes are independent of cytoplasm content. Therefore, promoter region and affinity threshold are not defined for these genes.
Fractal proteins
Proteins in FGRN are fractal proteins [11] and a fractal protein is a finite square of Mandelbrot fractal set [40] . Merged product of fractal proteins is calculated by iterating through the fractal equation of all proteins in parallel [11] . In each sampling point the winner is the one which becomes unbounded quicker. Figure (4) represents two fractal proteins and their merged product (Figure (4c) ). Every sampling point of the merged product has a concentration level equal to the winning protein. When the product matches a promoter region of a regulatory or behavioral gene, average concentration level of the matched points are calculated and considered as the total concentration seen on the gene promoter. Total concentration seen on the promoter of an activated gene, plays a role in calculating the degree of protein expression.
For cytoplasm content to be matched with a gene promoter, a comparative calculation must be performed between cytoplasm and the non-black region of the gene promoter. (Figure (5a) ), gene promoter ( Figure (5b) ), and absolute difference between the two sets (Figure (5c) ). The absolute difference of Mandelbrot values for each non-black sampling point of the gene promoter and the corresponding point in the cytoplasm content is calculated. The total absolute difference of the sampling points will be compared with the affinity threshold of the gene and determines the probability of the gene activation.
In order to select portions of the environmental proteins which enters a cell, receptor proteins are treated as a mask. The more similar an environmental protein is with the receptor proteins, the more intact it enters the cytoplasm. Black regions of the mask are treated as opaque and all other regions as transparent [11] . example of an environmental protein (Figure (6a) ), a mask (Figure (6b) ), and the resultant portions of the masked protein (Figure (6c) ).
Evolution
Genome evolves in FGRN by the process of evolution. A genome is composed of a variable number of genes where each gene is associated with 9 real values. These values as well as the number of genes are subject of evolution. FGRN contains a population of genomes. The generational genetic algorithm is used and n fittest are randomly selected as parents to produce 2 children by crossover and mutation. The children replace the least fit members in the next generation. Fitness is evaluated and a time span is employed wherein individuals older than a defined time span are more susceptible to the replacement. Crossover is performed between two parents. That is, for each gene in one parent's genome, most similar gene in the second parent which is still not being used in crossover is found and uniform crossover is applied. If such a gene is not found, the first parent remains unchanged in the child genome. After crossover, each gene undergoes mutation by a small probability. Mutation can change any part of a gene including the type. A special kind of mutation is performed such that with a small probability two genes interchange their promoters or coding regions. It may happen between two promoters, two coding regions, or one gene's promoter and one gene's coding region. Finally, mutation can duplicate or delete a gene from the child's genome [11] .
The Proposed Method
In this work, input signals influence interactions of internal proteins in a FGRN. To drive development of a cell, the proposed method blends sensory and genetic information. Sensory information is received from environment of the cell and genetic information is presented by the cell's genome. Environmental signals trigger input genes causing the expression of corresponding proteins. Therefore, in each developmental state, the cytoplasm content and consequently devolvement trace of the cell depends on both the cell's genetic information and environmental signals. In addition to employment of input genes in FGRN in a more appropriate way, genes are augmented by an additional real value called subtypeID that relates input genes to specific sensory information. In the case of input genes, crossover occurs between genes with the same identifier. SubtypeID is also used for mutation for relating the gene to different sensory signals. Differentiation between triggered sources of input genes helps evolution by reducing the search space. It allows evolution to select more useful sensory information and consequently a more efficient solution to the problem.
Initial population is formed randomly and each individual is a Tartarus robot which contains an empty cytoplasm FGRN cell with a randomly generated genome. The cell is a decision center for robot. It receives signals from environment of the robot and generates outputs in each step. Robot acts on the basis of these outputs.
The cell contains a genome which keeps genetic information and a cytoplasm which keeps proteins for creating an internal state of the cell. The genome consists of genes and each gene has a type that determines its role in the cell. Depending on its type, a gene may be activated by input signals received from the environment, current protein levels in cytoplasm, or always be activated and produce corresponding protein.
Tartarus robots have 8 sensors each senses one adjacent grid in the environment. Each sensor has one of the three values: the grid is empty; the grid is occupied by a block; or it is a part of a wall. An individual receives the sensors information and makes input signals for its cell. Each sensor can issue one of the two different related input signals or it might issue no signal. If the sensor identifies a part of wall or a block, it issues a signal that represents this information and if it identifies an empty grid no signal is issued (Figure (8)) . In total 16 different input signals exist, each of which triggers corresponding input genes in the cell genome if there is any. Corresponding input genes are identified by the subtypeID of the genes. A subtypeID of a value between zero to 15 determines the input signal which can trigger the gene. Therefore, several input genes may be triggered by one input signal. On the contrary, some input signals do not trigger any input genes. SubtypeID allows evolution to regulate the number of input genes for each input signal and the less important signals are not associated with any genes.
In addition to sensing the environment, Tartarus robots should take an action in each step. Robot actions are calculated based on cell outputs. Behavioral genes of a cell are separated into two different sets based on their subtypeID and each set is related to one cell output. Every activated behavioral gene represents a value and sum of these values in each set composes the corresponding output for the cell (Figure (7) ). 
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Structure of a gene is shown in Figure (9) . Each part of a gene in a cell is initialized by a random number. Values of promoter and protein regions are initialized by a random real number between -1 and 1. Affinity threshold is initialized by a random value between -10000 and 10000. Concentration threshold is initialized by a random value between zero and 200. Type is initialized by a random value between zero and four and subtypeID is initialized by a random value between zero and 15 for input genes, zero or one for output genes and zero for other genes. Development of each individual consists of several steps. In the first step, receptor genes produce corresponding proteins. These proteins merge and construct a mask for environmental proteins called cell receptor and only permit some parts to enter the cell cytoplasm. Then, maternal genes produce their proteins and concentration of these proteins is always 200 (maximum value) which means that these proteins are saturated. Any activated gene produce a value which is calculated by the following formula [13] :
where totalConcentration is the average concentration level of all sampling points of cytoplasm content which are matched with the gene promoter (are located in non-black area). x is a real value in protein region of the gene. (+) takes place if the affinity threshold has a positive value and (-) takes place if the affinity threshold has a negative value.
The value calculated for the behavioral genes with zero subtypeID are summed. The summation forms one of the cell output. The same procedure is performed for the behavioral genes with subtypeID1 and the second output of the cell is created. Therefore, each cell produces two outputs and an individual calculates its action on the basis of these outputs.  Each activated regulatory gene produces its protein based on its concentration threshold and the cytoplasm content. The produced protein is merged with cytoplasm content and might influence activation of genes in the next cycle. A new value is calculated for the concentration level of the protein contained in the cytoplasm. The amount of the new production is added to the previous concentration value. Also a degradation factor forces protein level to decay over time. This process can be represented as follows [11] :
where Pc is previous concentration level, Tc is totalConcentration level, ct is the concentration threshold, Cw, Ci and Cp are constants with a value of 30, 2, 5 respectively.  Robot takes an action on the basis of calculated outputs. If the first output has a positive value, the robot moves. Otherwise, the second output is considered and the robot turns right if it has a positive value, and turns left otherwise. After completion of all 80 developmental cycles, fitness is evaluated for each individual. The population is sorted in descending order of individual's fitness. In addition to the fitness value, each individual in the population has an age value that represents the number of generations it has participated in the population. If the age of an individual is more than a specified threshold (ten generations), then that individual losses its place and moves to the end of the population where it may be removed in the next generation. This lifespan threshold allows more exploration. To create a new generation, top 40 individuals in the population are selected and placed in the mating pool. Two randomly selected parents generate two children after crossover and mutation. Children are placed in the Tartarus environment and pass developmental cycles and their fitness is evaluated. Then each child searches the population from top to find an old individual with less fitness. If such individual is found, new individual is inserted and one individual in bottom of the list is removed. Otherwise, the new individual is ignored and population stays unchanged. The flowchart in Figure ( 
Simulation Results
Two different experiments are carried out to investigate FGRN performance in solving the Tartarus problem. The progress and behavior of the proposed algorithm as well as the final solutions are analyzed in detail. The effect of the sensory information and reasons for similarities and differences between individual's solutions in one converged population is thoroughly investigated. Table I shows all parameters used in both experiments. Table I 
Investigating FGRN capability
In the first experiment a population of sensor less individuals is evolved to find a solution for the Tartarus problem. Each individual genome in this experiment is initialized with randomly generated regulatory, receptor, maternal, and behavioral genes. Since individuals are sensor less, input genes are excluded in this experiment. Initial number of each type of genes is shown in Table I . In each developmental step, behavioral genes produce 2 outputs which are mapped to the three robot commands. FGRN is allowed to regulate the number of each type of genes during evolution.
The experiment is repeated for 100 runs and at the beginning of each run the board configuration in randomly initialized. A population of 100 individuals is allowed to evolve within 500 generations. In each generation the best 40 individuals participate in crossover and mutation to produce 80 children. After fitness evaluation each child may replace an old individual in the population. Crossover and mutation are always applied. A fitness function is defined to evaluate the score of final board configuration based on score policy of Tartarus problem. Also a less important fitness function with a production factor of 0.01 is employed which scores each successful block move (see Table I ). The Tartarus score achieved for each board configuration is averaged over 100 runs and a score of 7.6 is obtained.
In the second experiment, a population of sensor-enabled individuals, as proposed, is evolved. Input genes are included in the individual's genome. Two input genes are associated with each agent's sensor. Therefore, 16 input genes for each subtypeID are initialized (see Figure (11) ). One input is activated when a block is detected and the other is activated when a part of the wall is detected. When a sensor finds an empty grid cell, both related genes are inactivated. The relation between input genes and input sensor's information is established by the subtypeID. Evolution can dynamically modify the number and the subtypeID of all genes in the genome and consequently it can adapt input genes for most useful sensory signals and improves performance of the system. All other parameters for this experiment are the same as shown in Table I . This experiment obtained an excellent score of 8.2 over 100 runs for randomly generated board configurations. The convergence curves are shown for both experiments in Figure (12 ), and Table II shows the comparison of scores achieved by the previously reported methods and the techniques proposed in this paper. [49] 4.5 Neural network [26] 7.8 Co-evolution of GP-automaton [5] 7.2 Other Co-evolutionary algorithms [18] 8.15 GP-automata with three front sensors [2] 8.2 ISAc list [3] 7.11 FSA [4] 7.99 Tree state machine [34] 4.38 Long-term memory -simple [50] 8.77 Long-term memory with heuristics [50] 7 
Progress of the Algorithm
A population of 100 sensor-enabled individuals with parameters shown in Table I are evolved for a sample board configuration shown in Figure ( To have a better understanding of the mechanism applied by the cell to solve the problem, different inner quantities of the solution cell such as protein concentration levels and gene activation patterns are also inspected. Figure (14) shows the sequence of concentration levels of the matching between cytoplasm content and promoter of the behavioral genes. The darker color of a square in this figure represents higher concentration level. The sequence of overall produced outputs of the two sets of behavioral genes and the resultant robot command sequence are shown in Figure (15) . The black squares in the sequence of the produced outputs mean positive output and white squares negative output.
The concentration level of regulatory proteins corresponding to each regulatory gene is shown in Figure (16 ). Similar patterns can be recognized in the sequence of the two produced outputs (Figure (15) ) and the regulatory protein concentration levels ( Figure  (16) ). As Figure (16) shows, the cell contains four regulatory genes, but only three are participating in the developmental steps of this particular solution cell and the regulatory gene numbered zero seems to be redundant, this will be investigated later.
As previously explained, the input genes are activated or deactivated on the basis of sensory information. Figure ( 
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Effects of input information
In an experiment, all sensors are inactivated and therefore the input genes are prohibited to make proteins and do not participate in development. These modified individuals are placed on the board with the same configuration as shown in Figure (13a) . The evaluation of population show three groups of individual's score: one individual with a score of four; 42 individuals with a score of three; 57 individuals with a score of zero. For the purpose of comparison, the individual with the score of 4, namely cell 4 and a randomly selected individual with a score of zero, namely cell 0 are chosen. Figures (18) and (19) show the sequence of concentration level of matching between cytoplasm content and the promoters of the behavioral genes for these two individuals. Also, the sequence of produced outputs, robot commands and the sequence of concentration levels of the regulatory proteins in developmental steps are shown in Figures (18) and (19) . These figures highlight patterns emerging with noticeable differences in their genomes that may have been hidden in the presence of input proteins. For example, small differences exist in their maternal factors as shown in Figures (22) and (23) . However, Figures (18) and (19) show different behavioral and regulatory patterns. These figures also show a different kind of participation in developmental process for regulatory genes between the two selected cells and also in comparison with Figure ( 16), the case of sensors enabled. It is observed in Figures (18) and (19) that cell 4 uses regulatory genes number 1 and 2 and cell 0 uses regulatory genes number 0 and 2. Recall that the regulatory gene number 0 seemed to be redundant in development of the cells in the last observation (Figure (16) ). This gene which was apparently left out from the process of evolution is now used in this new circumstance for cell 0.
It is clear that sensor-enabled genes are valuable ingredients. Figures (20) and (21) show input proteins of the two selected cells. Since the input genes with the same subtypeID are activated in the same situation, their corresponding proteins are merged as shown in Figures (20) and (21) . As explained previously, maternal factors are always present in cytoplasm and receptor proteins mask input proteins which are then merged with the maternal factors. Figures (22) and (23) input (13) input (14) input (15) input (6) input (7) input (9) input (11) input(0) input(1) input (2) input (3) input (4) input (13) input (14) input (15) input (6) input (7) input (9) input (11) input (0) input (1) input (2) input (3) input (4) Figure ( input (13) input (14) input (15) Receptor Maternal input(6) input (7) input (9) input (1) input (0) input (1) input (2) input (3) input (4) input (13) input (14) input (15) Receptor Maternal input(6) input (7) input (9) input (1) input(0) input(1) input(2) input(3) input(4)
Conclusion
In this paper a genetic regulatory network is employed to solve the Tartarus problem.
Since it is a non-Markovian motion planning, a kind of memory is necessary. The fractal gene regulatory network with input which is successfully implemented here, equips the agent with an implicit memory. This makes the agent capable of regulating actions that are contributed from input signals received from the environment. Two experiments are performed. In the first experiment FGRN without input genes is evolved and reached a good result of 7.6. In the second experiment the proposed method that allows input signals to contribute to the cell interactions is implemented and an excellent score of 8.2 is achieved. The performance of the FGRN with input genes are compared and contrasted with other techniques and remarkably enhanced results are obtained.
The behavior of the proposed algorithm and different phenomena occurring during the processes of evolution and development of FGRN are experimentally investigated. One interesting phenomenon is that at one stage the genome of a cell which seemed to be redundant, later participated and became useful under different condition. Furthermore, the effect of sensory information, similarities and differences between structures of the solution cells in one converged population is experimentally highlighted.
Since the method is problem independent, it can be used to evolve complex solutions with a minimum modification for different problems.
